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In this talk, I examine the ‘quotative’ ‘complementizers of  Bangla and Meiteilon to argue that: 

- Bangla and Meiteilon SAY-subordinators are not C0 categories; rather they are regular lexical 
verbs that have ‘grammaticalised’ just a little bit. I describe this in terms of  Grimshaw’s  
(2000, 2005) theory of  Extended Projections — what makes a lexical verb a subordinator is: (i) a 
change in its F-value of  the lexical verb and (ii) the acquisition of  an uninterpretable F-value 
that makes it a Probe. 

- The main clause phenomena shown by clausal complements with respect to WH-scope 
headed by SAY-subordinators is evidence that these clauses merge at different heights in a 
functional sequence inspired by  Cinque (1999) (rather than canonical object position). 

I.	 Bole IS NOT A REGULAR COMPLEMENTIZER 

A. 	 Bayer (1999, 2001): Bangla bole-complements are C0s -- they are just 'different' from je. 

(1)	 FCs and ICs cannot be swopped.  

a. chele-Ta  [or  baba  aS -be  bole] Suneche 
 boy-CF  his  father  come-will  bole  heard 
 ‘The boy heard that his father will come’ 
b. chele-Ta  Suneche  [je  or  baba   aSbe]   
 boy -CF  heard  C  his  father  come-will 
 ‘The boy heard that his father will come’ 
c.  **chele-Ta  [bole or baba aS -be]  Suneche 
d.  **chele-Ta  [or baba aS -be je]   Suneche 

(2)	 No IC clause to the left of  V; FC complement extraposition is marked: 

a.  **chele-Ta  [je or baba aS -be] Suneche 
b.  ** [je or baba aS -be] chele-Ta Suneche 
c.  %chele-Ta  Suneche [or baba aSbe bole]  
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(3)	 FC complements have no nominal correlates under extraposition: 

a. **chele-Ta  eTai Suneche  [i or  baba   aS -be  bole]  
     boy-CF  this    heard     his  father  come-will  bole  
 ‘The boy heard that his father will come’ 
b. chele-Ta  eTai Suneche  [i je  or  baba   aSbe]   
 boy -CF  this heard     C  his  father  come-will 
 ‘The boy heard that his father will come’ 

(4)	 Distinct selection: No bole-complements with strong factives: 

a. {janlam/ bhablam/ Sunlam/ dekhlam / OSombhob}  [je  Ram 
 knew-I / thought-I/ heard-I/ saw-I /  unlikely    C  Ram   
 kolkata-y  jacche] 
 Calcutta-LOC goes 
 ‘{I knew/thought/heard/saw/it is unlikely} that Ram is going to Calcutta.’ 
b. [Ram  kolkata-y  jacche  bole]   {janlam/ bhablam/ Sunlam/ 
  ram  Calcutta-LOC goes bole  knew-I / thought-I/ heard-I/ 
 *dekhlam / * bujhte parlam/ *bhule gEchi}  
 saw-I     /  realised-I/   forgot-I   
 ‘{I knew/thought/heard/saw/it is unlikely} that Ram is going to Calcutta.’ 

(5)	 ICs are islands for wide scope of  WH-, but from FCs, WH- must obligatorily take wide scope: 

a. chele-Ta  [ke  aSbe   bole]  bhablo 
 boy-CF   who come-will  bole   thought  
 ‘Who did the boy think will come?’  (obligatory wide scope of ke) 
b. chele-Ta  bhablo  [je  ke aSbe]   
 boy -CF  thought  C  who come-will 
 ‘The boy thought who will come’  (obligatory narrow scope of ke) 
c. chele-Ta  ki bhablo  [je  ke aSbe]   
 boy -CF  what thought  C  who come-will 
 ‘Who has the boy heard will come?’  (wide scope of ke) 
d. **chele-Ta  [ke  aS -be  bole] ki bhablo 
 boy-CF   who come-will  bole what  thought  
 ‘Who did the boy think will come?’   

B.	 'Difference' is not much of an account 

Dasgupta (2007): WH- embedded in bole-complements have obligatory wide scope because a bole-clause is a 
‘fused' CP/TP’ that lacks a [Spec, CP]: 

(6)    a. ora  [dilip  kake  khun  korbe  bole]  jante perechilo?  
  they  Dilip  whom kill  do.FUT  bole know had-come?  
  ‘Whom had they heard Dilip would kill?’ (obligatory wide scope of kake)  
  b. [dilip  kake  khun  korbe  bole]  ora jante perechilo?  
  Dilip  whom kill  do.FUT  bole they know had-come?  
  ‘Whom had they heard Dilip would kill?’ (obligatory wide scope of kake)  

Scrambling from bole-complements is mostly tolerated. Overt WH-Extraction (Bhattacharya 2001, Simpson and 
Bhattacharya 2003) is somewhat marginal. 
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(7)    a. ??[Dilip-kei]   ora [Ram ti  khun korbe  bole]  jante perechilo  
    Dilip  they  Ram      kill  will do.FUT bole know had-come?  
  ‘Dilip, they came to know, Ram will kill’ 
 b. ?ora  [Dilip-kei]     jante perechilo [je  Ram  ti   khun korbe]  
    they  Dilip  know had-come  C  Ram   kill  will do.FUT  
  ‘Dilip, they came to know, that Ram will kill.’ 
(7)    a. ??[kakei]   ora [Ram ti  khun korbe  bole]  jante perechilo  
   /who  they  Ram      kill  will do.FUT bole know had-come?  
  ‘WHo, they came to know, Ram will kill’ 
 b. ?ora  [kakei]     jante perechilo [je  Ram  ti   khun korbe]  
    they  Dilip/who  know had-come  C  Ram   kill  will do.FUT  
  ‘Dilip, they came to know, that Ram will kill.’ 

Strict adjacency between the embedded verb and the FC is required — e.g., rightward scrambling is not 
permitted (examples based on Dasgupta (2007). As (8c-d) show, this is reminiscent of  a ban against rightward 
scrambling 'into' a complex predicate: 

(8)    a. *[Dilip  ti khun  korbe    Ram-kei bole]  jante perechilo 
    Dilip   kill  do.FUT  Ram-ACC bole know had-come  
  ‘Dilip, they came to know, Ram will kill’ 
 b. ora jante perechilo [je Dilip  ti  khun korbe  Ram-kei]  
  they  know had-come  C  Dilip  kill  will do.FUT Ram-ACC 
  ‘Dilip, they came to know, Ram will kill.’  
 c. Ram  ti poRlo  boii 
  Ram   read  book 
  ‘Ram read the book 
 d. **Ram  ti poRe  boii  pheleche 
  Ram   read  book threw 
  ‘Ram read the book completely  

Bayer (2000): bole-clauses can also be reason adjuncts, and WH- embedded in here have obligatory wide scope: 

(9) a. tomar   mon kharap  [ami  kolkata-y   jabo   na  bole]   
  your mood bad  I  Calcutta  go.FUT  not  bole  
  ‘You are in a bad mood because I won’t go to Calcutta’ 

 b. *kothayi tomar   mon   kharap [ami  ti  jabo   na  bole] 
    where  your  mood  bad   I   go.FUT  not  bole  
  ‘*To where, you are in a bad mood because I won’t go’ 
 c. [ami kothay jabo   na  bole]  tomar   mon   kharap 
    I  where go.FUT not bole your    mood bad 
  ‘You are in a bad mood because I won’t go where?’ 
 d. tomar  mon  kharap [ami  kothay jabo na  bole] 
  ‘You are in a bad mood because I won’t go where?’ 

Singh (1980): bole-clauses can also be used as a ‘clausal disjunction’ marker, as well as a ‘designation 
marker’ (quotative). Interestingly, as Ishani Guha (p.c.):, points out to me, in the 'designation' avatar of  bole, 
narrow scope readings of  embedded WHs obtain: 

(10) ami kaj korchii  [ta  bole  tumi  cole  jeo  na]  
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 I am working      TA bole you  walk go. not  
 ‘I am working, but you should not leave  
(11) a. ama-ke  [didi   bole]   dakbe  
  I-DAT   elder sister     bole  call  
  ‘You must call me “Didi”.’ 
 b. [robi ki o-ke  bole  dake]   jani 
  Robi what he-ACC bole call  know 
  ‘I know what Robi  calls him.’ 
 c. [amra  oke  ki  bole  bhabtam]  jigeS  koro  na. 
  We him what bole think  ask do not 
  ‘Don’t ask what we used to call him.’ 

C.	 If not C, then what?  

• Work on bole and other SAY-based subordinators is replete with the observations that this degenerate verba 
dicendi has not lost its “verbal” features, but has just 'grammaticalised' a bit. The story and many functions of  
bole is quite a common story (,Saxena 1995, Klamer 2000).  

• The important issue is where bole-complements merge into the main structure, and what features are 
'checked'. I suggest that across all functions, bolePs check evidential features. 

(12) Cinque’s (1999) Functional Sequence 

    
II. bole-Ps merge at a Low Evidential Functional Head  

Crucial insight: Barbiers (2000) 

Barbiers shows that languages like Dutch, which has only one complementiser dat, complement clauses 
merge\move at\to different locations in the tree, and receive distinct interpretations. He arrives at the following 
distribution, where Vs indicates the position of  the verb after short verb movement.  

(13)  S  Y Vs  O  V  X (EXTRAPOSED) 
    |   |    | 
Dutch:   Factive CPs  Quote CPs   Complement Prop. CPs  
           

Something not very different can be observed in the distribution of  bole-clauses 

(14) bolePs: Distribution and Function 
4
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relation that holds only within phases. Section 4 concludes with some brief speculations 

on the way that cartographies map onto a syntax of phases.  

1111.... PHASES: THE VIEW FROM CARTOGRAPHIC SYNTAXPHASES: THE VIEW FROM CARTOGRAPHIC SYNTAXPHASES: THE VIEW FROM CARTOGRAPHIC SYNTAXPHASES: THE VIEW FROM CARTOGRAPHIC SYNTAX    

Based on a wide-ranging comparison of cross-linguistic data, Cinque (1999: 106), 

proposes that the structure of the clause is universally as in (1). 

(1)  [MoodSPEECH ACT [MoodEVALUATIVE [MoodEVIDENTIAL [ModEPISTEMIC [TPAST [TFUTURE 

[MoodIRREALIS [ModALETHIC NECESSITY [ModALETHIC POSSIBILITY [ModVOLITION [ModOBLIGATION 

[ModABILITY/PERMISSION [AspHABITUAL [AspREPETITIVE(I) [AspFREQUENTATIVE(I) 

[AspCELERATIVE(I) [TANTERIOR [AspTERMINATIVE [AspCONTINUATIVE [AspPERFECT 

[AspRETROSPECTIVE [AspPROXIMATIVE [AspDURATIVE [AspGENERIC/PROGRESSIVE [AspPROSPECTIVE 

[AspCOMPLETIVE(I) [Voice [AspCELERATIVE(II) [AspREPETITIVE(II) [AspFREQENTATIVE(II) 

[AspCOMPLETIVE(II) ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]] 

(1) is as interesting for its strong claims to universality as in its indication that the core 

sets of features required to build the natural language clause reduce to just four sets -- 

the set of Moods, the set of Modalities, the set of Tenses, and the set of Aspects. The 

hierarchical arrangement of these features operates largely at two levels – one ordering 

the sets vis-à-vis each other, and the other, ordering the members of each set vis-à-vis 

others  of the same set. Interestingly, this general strategy comes under pressure at 

minimally three points in the hierarchy (shaded in grey) – when [ModEPISTEMIC [TPAST 

[TFUTURE intervene to split up the set of Moods, and when first [TANTERIOR, and later 

[Voice intervenes to separate the set of Aspects into two. 

If the general strategy of keeping the sets together is of relevance, then there are two 

ways in which the pressure points created in the hierarchy can be conceived as having 

come about – either the intervening element is “sent up” from below, or it is “sent 

down”. For a singleton (or dual membered) set like Voice, perhaps nothing can be 

conclusively determined; however, for sets with more than two elements, inferences 

may perhaps be more easily made. For example, the majority of the members of the set 

of Tenses precede the set of Aspects, TANTERIOR must be “sent down”. However, 

majoritarianism cannot always guarantee descriptive adequacy. Consider the case of 

ModEPISTEMIC -- as the majority of its members follow the set of Tenses, which follow the 

set of Moods, it could have been “sent up”; equally however, given that the majority of 

Moods precede Tenses, and therefore Aspects, it could be that MoodIRREALIS has been 

sent down. 



Position Function WH-
Low in the VP Designation/Quotatives Narrow scope
vP edge/‘ left peripheral’ Complement clause (semi-and non- factives only) Wide scope
Right peripheral Reason/Causal adjunct Wide scope

My proposals: The locus that SAY-Subordinators merge at are Evidential heads 

• Evidentiality marks ‘source of  evidence’ and is either broadly speaking, DIRECT (witness/(strongly) 
inferential) or INDIRECT (second-hand/third-hand). Let us model this distinction as involving not one, but 
two, distinct functional heads (contra Cinque): a ‘low’ evidential and a ‘high’ one, with the former encoding 
HEARSAY/QUOTATIVE evidentiality, and the latter WITNESS/(strongly) INFERENTIAL evidentiality.  

(15) 

• Bole-complements are created by a merge of  the verb say with its complement XP. Klamer (2000) analyses the 
semantic bleaching of  report verbs as a loss of  the external argument, which I take to indicate a raising of  
the F-value of  bole from F0 to F1. 

(16) 

• Bole-complements merge in the domain of  the Evid-IND, which is at the edge of  the vP phase, whereas bole-
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of evidentiality features from v* to V (or root) takes place.  

What exactly is the evidentiality feature? To understand this, I turn to the insights of 

Klamer (2000), who analyses the semantic bleaching of report verbs in terms of a loss of 

argument structure. She conceives of the trajectory of grammaticalization as the 

movement from a lexical entry such as (39) to (40), where (40) is a “lexical impoverished 

element, a generic item REPORT only ─ a category-neutral item without derivational or 

inflectional morphology”: 

(39)           S                     (40)          S 
   ei                      ei 
   SA         SB                      X         SB 
 2      2                   REPORT   2 

 NP   VP     NP   VP                           NP   VP 
 He  REPORT  I    go                           I    go 

In our terms, (40) can be conceived of as verbal LI with an edge-feature (EF) that 

requires that it be merged with a C-phase. By virtue of its impoverishment under 

grammaticalization, all this element retains is its categorical features, and lacks 

uninterpretable inflectional features altogether, and therefore is not a Probe. Háy- 

simply Merges with the complement clause, resulting in the form [CP-háy]. 

Furthermore, as háy- lacks categorical features as well, the resulting category after such 

merge remains a C-headed one, and such CP complements remain active for further 

Agree relations. Then, the difference between the two complements reduces to the fact 

that the matrix v* requires Agree and Internal Merge in the case of háybə, but not for 

háynə. In other words, when a háy-CP is the complement of a factive predicate it must 

raise to the v* edge and be valued as háybə, but when the selecting predicate is 

propositional, the háy-CP merges in the VP domain, and is valued as háynə. 

3.3.3  In the final analysis 

Let us begin by considering where the source of this differential treatment of 

propositional and factive complements may lie. Since Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1970) 

through to Ormazabal (1995), it has been known that this basic distinction in selection 

has deep syntactic consequences. Viewed from a minimalist perspective, the distinction 

quite consistently relates to what we would now construe as both v* and C phase-edge 

phenomena – factive predicates are incompatible with ECM and null complementizers 

(as in [40]) and show weak island effects (as in [41]), while pure propositional 



adjuncts merge in the CP phase.  The merge at EVID-IND is driven by feature checking. This places the 
complement XP at the edge of  vP and allows WH-embedded in it to be visible for Move/to an unselective 
binder in the matrix C. 

• In the ‘designation’ function, the bole-complement is merged low in the VP, and presumably spells out as soon 
as v is merged, hence the narrow scope. 

To characterise the feature-checking, I make crucial use of  the notion of  Extended Projection (Grimshaw 
1991, 2005). For Grimshaw, an extended projection is headed by a lexical category is paired with a functional 
specification. This head can project upwards as long as the categorical feature (i.e, N or V) is retained, I and C 
are projections of  V, differing only in the type of  functional features they are paired with.   

(17)  A category label is a pair consisting of a categorical specification, and a functional specification 
 or F-value. 
 a. V: [+V --N]  F0 
  b. I: [+V --N]  F1 
 c. C: [+V --N]  F2 

(18) X is a head of YP and YP is a projection of X iff: 
 a. YP dominates X 
 b. The categorial features of YP and X are consistent. 
 c. There is no inconsistency in the categorial features of all nodes intervening     
 between X and YP (where a node N intervenes between X and YP ff YP       
dominates X and N, N dominates X.) 
 d. The F-value of X is not higher than the F-value of YP. 

(19)  The Cinque Hierarchy is realised in a fixed hierarchy of F-values. (Grimshaw 2000) 

A further reasonable assumption is that in determining the functional- lexical pairs in the lexicon, and not 
features added in the construction of  the sub-array: 

(20) F-values that are either uninterpretable or unvalued cannot pair with categorical features.  

Kidwai (2010) argues that the SAY-Subordinators (in Meiteilon) are best analysed as a kind of  'light verb 
construction’, but using F-values, in tandem with the theory of  bole-feature checking proposed earlier, we can 
phrase this more intuitively. Suppose that bole has the following features in the subarray: 

(21) Bole:  [+V -N], [ F1], [uF12] 

The feature [F12] is the (hypothetical) value for Evid-IND feature. On the assumption that an uninterpretable 
instance of  a feature F must end up in an agreement relation with an interpretable instance of  F (Pesetsky and 
Torrego 2007), the feature specifications on bole are an instruction about which place in the main spine of  the 
tree it must Merge with. In other words, the conclusion is that bole is a Probe that Agrees with a Goal (in the 
workspace) by virtue of uF12. 

This leads to a derivation in which Merge (Set-Merge) of  the boleP  is driven by the Probe of  UF12. Under such 
merge, the uF12 features are marked for deletion under Agree with the Evid-IND head in the main clause. 
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Consequences 

• bole-XPs are part of  the extended projection of  the main clause, 
and therefore display main clause phenomena (with respect to wh-
scope). 

• How do we capture the fact that the XP complement of  bole are 
arguments of  the main predicate?  Answer: the Generalized Theta-
Criterion of  Grimshaw (2000).  Since bole is a verb, XP is assigned 
a role by bole; given that bole ends up in the same EP as the matrix 
predicate, the argument of  bole IS the argument of  the matrix 
predicate. 

(22)  Generalized Theta Criterion 
 Every maximal projection must be part of an extended 
projection that receives a role. 

III. MERGE AT Evid-DIRECT 

Meiteilon is a Mood-prominent agglutinative Tibeto-Burman language (Kuki-Chin group). The language has 
two ‘core’ subordinators based on the verb SAY (hay), which are held to distribute over the propositional/factive 
distinction (Chelliah 2007, Singh 2000, Kidwai 2010), as well as a third class that takes both. (23) provides 
illustrative examples: 

(23)  a. [tombə  si-khre]  * háynə /háybə]  əi  niŋgəmde] 
  tomba  death-PRF     I regret 
  ‘I regret that Tomba has died’ 
 b. [noŋ  cu-gə-ni]   *háybə /haynə] əi  thajei]]] 
  rain fall-ALTH_p-COP     I  believe 
  ‘I believe that rain will fall’ 
 c. [Tombə   cət-khrə-bə-ra ] *háybə/háynə  caobə-nə həŋi 
  Tomba go-PRF-Nom-INT    Chaoba-AGN ask 
  ‘Chaoba asked if Tomba has left’ 
 d. [ma thəbək tok-khre] háybə/háynə]  ta-i]]] 
   He  work  finish-PRF    hear-IND 
  ‘(I) hear that he left work 

The factive/propositional distinction 

There is an obvious, but not completely explored connection between evidentiality and facts\knowledge. While 
the usual observation of  a connection between the two is stated in terms of  degree of  speaker commitment, i.e. 
belief, McCready (2010) argues that what counts as the evidence that licenses the use of evidentials is 
actually knowledge. The argument goes like this: 

• If  the evidence for evidentials is only belief, then evidentials should be licensed even in contexts when 
knowledge has been destroyed by a skeptical argument, i.e. an argument that calls into question the 
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foundations of  all our knowledge for some given area. Skeptical arguments destroy knowledge because “For 
any p that one putatively knows, one may retain the belief  that p, but this belief  can no longer be conclusive. There is always a 
possibility of  error. Such beliefs are thus no longer knowledge in the strict sense." 

• The test: The inferential evidential is used by speakers of  Japanese in the following context ‘The street is wet. 
It mustinf have rained last night.’ However, when a skeptical scenario was introduced — ‘The street is wet. 
But perhaps there is no street—perhaps you are just dreaming. (Anyway,) It rained last night–Evidinf  — 
Japanese speakers rejected the use of  the inferential evidential in this context. 

• The unacceptability of  the use shows that once knowledge has been destroyed, evidentials cannot be 
licensed; therefore, the evidence for evidentials come from knowledge.  

Holton (2012) distinguishes between two classes of  factives: 

(24)  The Thin-Thick Conjecture 
The propositional attitude factives fall into two classes. … The First Class contains ‘know’ and 
the associated verbs that designate ways or types of knowing… Call these the thin factives. 
These are the factives that presuppose the existence of a fact as reference of the 
complement…. The Second Class includes those factives that require that the agent take 
some further attitude to the fact, or require that there be some further feature of their attitude. 
Call these the thick factives… Unlike the thin factives, the thick factives presuppose 
knowledge of the complement. 

Putting Holton and McReady together, we have (23).  

(25) A direct evidential marks the proposition as a FACT. 

The selectional restrictions of  the SAY-subordinators exhibit now fall 
out quite nicely: given the argument the strong factive predicates and 
select for a FACT, i.e.  a category that contains Evid-DIRECT, we do 
not expect low evidentials elements like bole and haynә to be compatible 
with them. 

haybә-complements merge at Evid-DIRECT, háynə ones at Evid-IND. 
In the terms of  this discussion, haybә-complements are inferred or 
witnessed FACTS, whereas haynә are propositions or hearsay. In other 
words, hay verbs probe for uF12 or say, uF27, ensuring Merge at either 
Evid-DIR or Evid-IND.  

As expected wide-scope is available for WH- embedded in hay-complements: 

(26)  a. kəna   pha-khre  háynə  nəŋ   thajəi 
  who   was arrested    you believe 
  ‘Who was arrested, (they) say? 
 b. ŋəraŋ kəna taa-khre háybə  nəŋ   khəŋi 
  yesterday who fell  you  know 
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  ‘Who do you know fell yesterday?’ 

Scrambling\topicalisation out of  these complements is also only partially tolerated: 

(27) a. ?*[lairik-si]i  John-nə [Mary-nə  ti  pa-khre  háybə]  khəŋŋi 
  book-this  John-AGN Mary-AGN   read-PRF     know 
  ‘This book, John knows that Mary read.’ 
 b. ??[lairik-si]i  John-nə [Mary-nə  ti  pa-khre  háynə]  hai 
  book-this  John-AGN Mary-AGN   read-PRF      say 
  ‘This book, John says that Mary read.’du 

And both háynə and háybə can co-occur, but only with the former preceding the latter: 

(28) a. ma phurit ədu  pammi  háynə háybə]  əi   khəŋŋi 
  he shirt this wants     I-AGN   know     
  ‘I know that he says that he likes the shirt.’ 
 b. ma  ca  thək-kəni  háynə háybə   ni  
  he tea  drink     COP-INDIC 
  ‘He says that he would drink tea.’ 

(28b) represents a very common phenomenon is languages with SAY-subordinators, where 'say' as a matrix 
predicate is 'elided' in the context of  a report verb. My own hunch is that there is no elision here, but that the 
main verb itself  bears uF12. 

(29)  The many forms of ‘SAY’ 

Note that mostly, it is the háybə forms agglutinate with Case-

markers, demonstratives, and topic markers (-si, -du, -di, -nә, 

appear to be heads in the Meiteilon left periphery (Kidwai 
2010), and these forms suggest that the hay-phrases  may raise 
to them. When raised to these projections, haybə clauses 
lose the main clause properties that they have. No 
extraction is possible. This indicates that raising of  the háybə 
clauses moves it out of  the “main clause” domain, and out of  
the extended projection of  the verb. 

(30) a. Sita-nə  lairik-tu  pa–re  h á y b ə d u /
háybəsi  Ram-nə hay 
  Sita-AGN  book-DEF  read-PRF    Ram say  
  ‘Sita read the book, says Ram’ 
 b. lairik-tu  Sita-nə  pa–re  háybədu/háybəsi  Ram-nə hay 
  book-DEF  Sita-AGN  read-PRF    Ram say  
  ‘Sita read the book, says Ram’ 
 c. **lairik-tu Ram-nə  Sita-nə  pa–re  háybədu/háybəsi  hay 
  book-DEF  Ram   Sita-AGN  read-PRF    say  
  ‘Sita read the book, says Ram’ 
 d. *kəna-nə  lairik-tu  pa–re  háybədu/háybəsi  Ram-nə  hay 
  Sita-AGN  book-DEF  read-PRF    Ram   say  
  ‘Who read the book, says Ram’ 
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These difficulties not In the next section, I will elaborate on these points further,  to 

make the argument that háybə/háynə (and others) are not COMPs in Meiteilon. 

3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2     Inference and FactInference and FactInference and FactInference and Fact    

Descriptive grammars of the language, especially Chelliah (1997), note that besides 

háybə and háynə, there also exist a host of other “subordinating” uses of say-COMPs, as 

listed in (31).  

(31)   FORMS GLOSS: SAY + MEANING 
a. háybəbu FACT-ADVERSATIVE Although that is 
b. háybədə FACT-LOCATIVE according to what S rightly says 
c. háybədəgi SAY-FACT-ABLATIVE as a result of that which was said 
d. háybədu SAY-FACT-DISTAL DETERMINER that fact 
e. háybəgi SAY-FACT-GENITIVE regarding that which was said 
f. háybənə SAY-FACT-INSTR/AGN/CNTR13 because of that being said 
g. háybəninə SAY-FACT-COPULA- INSTR/AGN/CNTR because it is thus said 
h. háybəsi SAY-FACT-PROXIMAL this fact 
i. háydəńə SAY-LOCATIVE- INSTR/AGN/CNTR by saying so, then 
j. háydúnə SAY-DISTAL- INSTR/AGN/CNTR having said so 
k. háyrəgə SAY-PERFECT ASSOCIATIVE after saying that 
l. háynə SAY INSTR/AGN/CNTR that 

The list in (31) illustrates two important points about these alleged complementizers: 

the first is a significant difference in the distribution of the háybə vs. the plain háy and 

háynə forms – only the háybə forms agglutinate with Case-markers, demonstratives, and 

topic markers (háybədu, háybəsi). The multitude of forms suggests that háybə clauses 

behave like nominals, just as MoodIRREALIS complements do. 

The second is that a consideration of the glosses suggests that barring háybə, háynə, 

háybəsi, and háybədu, the report meaning of the say-COMPs is not equally bleached in all 

contexts. Consider (32 i-k), where the say-COMPs retain some of the report flavor. As 

Chelliah notes (p.185ff.), that háydəńə, háydúnə, and háyrəgə establish a relation between 

direct quotes and other clauses, where the first two “link a direct quote with the 

narrator’s description of subsequent action and/or comment on the quote”, the latter 

“links together two pieces of a direct quote.” (33a) illustrates this with háydúnə, and 

(33b) with háyrəgə: 

(33)  a.  məpú  əsi   pumm-e         háydúnə    yóŋ    čén-khə-r-e 
   his grandpa rotten-PERF-ASRT saying thus monkey run-CONT-PERF-ASRT    
   ‘(He said:) “This grandpa is rotten”, so saying, the monkey ran away.’ 



IV. NOT SERENDIPITY: THE CONNECTIONS WITH QUASI-SUBORDINATION  

Dayal and Grimshaw (2009) 

• "A quasi subordinate clause is a subordinate clause that participates dynamically in discourse in 
the same way as a main clause. Such subordinate clauses, even when they display root clause 
properties, are syntactically embedded under the matrix predicate". They use Krifka (2001) -- "The 
key idea is that discourse involves the incremental build-up of information that can be characterized as 
the set of propositions that are in the “common  ground”  of  the  participants." Quasi-subordination 
ensures that "the subordinate clause indirectly participates dynamically in the discourse". 

(30) Susan said/believes it will rain today 

• One context for this utterance is one where Susan's  beliefs  or  statements are under discussion; if this is 
accepted as a fact, a proposition about Susan's  beliefs  about  the  weather  will  be  added  to the 
common ground. Crucially, no proposition concerning weather will be added.  

• Another context is one where the  content  of  Susan's  beliefs/statements that is the “main  point”  of  the  
assertion -- here, along with the fact of Susan believing/saying that it will rain, the proposition ‘it  will  rain' 
is also added into the common ground. 

• "The ability to show root clause phenomena is not syntactically but pragmatically conditioned 
and best understood in terms of interface interactions. ...The Interface hypothesis connects 
pragmatics and syntax. The pragmatics makes a subordinate clause discourse dynamic, like a main 
clause. This identifies it as a candidate for main clause syntax. 

This talk indicates that grammaticalised REPORT verbs are one way of  accomplishing that 
pragmatics. Opens up another area of  inquiry: the pragmatics of  the use of  bole vs. je.  

• "The QS hypothesis explains why true factive predicates do not allow C omission. No clause 
whose propositional content is already in the common ground is ever Quasi-Subordinate." 

This talk suggests that the relevant category is not just C, but when Cs encode a direct 
evidential feature. The Meiteilon -bə is 'more C' than -nə, and this is perhaps the reason why -bə  
is the head that is essential in Meiteilon control infinitivals: 

(31) a. nupa  məca  ədu ləphoy   cabə pam-mi  
  man  small  this banana  eat-NZR want-ASP  
  The boy likes to eat banana.   

  b. məpa-nə  ma -bu  phubə   əy uy  
  father  he  beat-NZR   I see  
  'I saw his father beating him' 

Grimshaw (2011): Slifting 

(32) a. They surmised / the papers reported / I take it that Mary was a talented singer.  
 b. Mary was, (they surmised / the papers reported / I take it), a talented singer  
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 c. Mary was a talented singer, (Susan said / they surmised).  

The Slifting fragment is adjoined to any XP that is part of the extended projection of the verb. 

• All these (relevant) properties hold for Bangla bole-complements, except for the pragmatics, as bole clauses 
can be used to frame and answer questions, i.e. They have the semantics and pragmatics of  main clause 
questions and assertions. Moreover, the matrix predicate can be negated, unlike English: 

(33)  Q: What did Fred think?      
 a.  A: #He was an idiot, he thought.   a'. Fred, O biSon boka bole bhablo 
 b. A: #He was, he thought, an idiot.   Fred, he big  idiot is  thought 

(34)  a.  *It was raining hard, they didn't think / they didn't say / they weren't sure / it    didn't  seem / the   
 papers didn't report.  
 b.    *Was it raining, they didn't ask / wonder.   

(35) ami Sipra  EkTu-o  ingreji  bolte  pare  bole  biSSaS   kori   na 
 I Sipra   a-little -even  English speak can     belief   do not  
 ‘I don't think that Sipra can speak English at all'  

A conclusion/conjecture: Bole-complementation is not slifting, but more 'advanced' because of  
grammaticalisation of  the Report predicate. 
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